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1. INTRODUCTION 
In ordinary differential equations, there is a remarkable theorem on asymptotic integration due 
to Haxtman and Wintner (see [1,2]) for almost diagonal systems 
y' = (h(t) + R(t))y, (1) 
where 
A(t) = diag{Al(t) , . . . ,  AN(t)}. (2) 
The hypotheses on system (1) axe the trichotomic ondition 
I Re(A,(t)  - Ak(t))l > ~ > 0, (3) 
for all i ~ k and all t for some fixed integer k, and the integrability condition on R: R= (r~j)E L p, 
for some p : 1 < p < 2. This theorem ensures that (1) has a vector-valued solution Yk such that 
(; ) yk(t) = exp [Ak(s) + rkk(s)] ds (ek + o(1)), (4) 
as t --* +c~, where ek is the k th vector of the canonical basis of C. 
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As condition (3) shows, the Hartman-Wintner theorem deals with nonoscillatory s stems and 
does not apply when two characteristic roots have the same real part, as shown by the classical 
adiabatic oscillator equation, 
y" + y + t -I  sin(2t)y -- 0 
(see [3,4]). 
We have extended the Hartman-Wintner theorem in [5] to a linear system 
y'(t) = (A(t) + n(t))y(t), (5) 
where A(t) and R(t) are complex matrix valued functions, locally integrable, defined on the 
interval [0, +oo), satisfying the following. 
(A) There are complementary projections Pi : C n ~ C n (i = 0, 1, 2) such that Range P0 = <~>, 
A(t)P~ = PiA(t), i = 1, 2, 
A(t)~ = A0(t)~, (6) 
and given e > 0 small enough, there is a constant M > 0 such that 
,¢b(t,s)P1, <Me -~(t-8) exp ( / tA0)  , t > s, (7) 
,O(t,s)P2,<_Me (t-s) exp( j f s tA0)  , t<_s, (8) 
where t, s E [0, +oo), (I) = O(t, s) is the Cauchy matrix of the system 
z '= A(t)z (9) 
such that (I)(s, s) = I.  
(B) R(t) E L p, for some p : l < p < 2 and 
PoR(t)~ = ro(t)~, 
where r0 is a function from R + into C. Then system (5) has a solution y = yk(t) such 
that 
(/0' ) yk(t) = exp [A0(T) q- r0(T)] 47" (~ + O(1)), 
as t ~ +C~. Note that the Hartman-Wintner t ichotomy (3) is generalized by (A). In this 
paper, we extend these result to the nonlinear functional differential equation 
y' = L(yt) + R(t, Yt) + f(t ,  Yt), (10) 
where yt(s) = y(t + s), L ,R( t , . ) , f ( t , . )  : C ~ C g are continuous mappings in each 
t e R + = R + U {0} and C = (C[-r,O],Cg), ]. I) with the supremum norm ]. I. 
We assume that L, R, and f satisfy the following conditions. 
(H1) L(¢) := fo  r drl(0)¢(0), where ~/is an N x N matrix-valued bounded variation function 
and the characteristic equation 
det A(A) = 0 (11) 
has a simple root A --- A0, and no other root has the real part of A0, where the matrix 
A(A)v = [Av - L(ea'v)], for all v E C N. 
(H2) R(t, .) is linear and JR(t, ")1 E LP(P~, R), for some p : 1 <_ p <_ 2. 
(H3) There is a function ~/: P~ --* R in L 1 such that 
If(t, qo) - f (t ,  ¢)l <- 7(t)lq° - ¢1, f (t ,  0) = 0, (12) 
for all t E 1~ and qo, ~b E C. 
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For system (10), the Hartman-Wintner t ichotomy condition (3) takes the form of Condi- 
tion (H1). (See Lemma 2(iv) and Lemma 6 below.) 
System (10) is also nonlinear. In some sense, the proceeding result is an asymptotic result of 
the Levinson type [1] when system (10) is seen as a sublinear functional L 1 perturbation of the 
linear functional system, 
x' = L(xt) + R(t, xt), (13) 
which is a Levinson type system; i.e., it satisfies a Levinson dichotomy (see [1,6]). It seems that 
the asymptotic behavior of systems of such generality has not been studied before. 
The study of asymptotic results in delay differential equations was initiated by Bellman and 
Cooke [7,8]. They establish a result for the equation 
y'(t) = (ao+a( t ) )y ( t )+(bo+b( t ) )y ( t - r ) ,  (14) 
where a0, b0 E R, a, b E L p, for some p : 1 < p < 2, under several conditions (see [7, Theorem 9.2, 
p. 277]). Gy6ri and Pituk [9] reduce such a number of conditions and require of the autonomous 
part that its characteristic root, with largest real part, be real and simple. These results are 
extended to systems by Hale [10] and Arino et al. [11]. In most of the results, the systems 
considered are not purely functional. More precisely, they have an ordinary perturbed equation 
y' = A(t)y + n(t,  Yt), (15) 
whose matrix A(t) is diagonal. Thus, Ai [12] established the existence of special solutions as- 
sociated with each eigenvalue of the matrix A and their corresponding asymptotic behavior, 
for A(t) = h + V(t)  where A and V(t) are diagonal matrices uch that all eigenvalues of A are 
different, V(t) is small, [R(t,~)[ _< 7(t)[[~o[[oo, and 7 E L 2. Probably, the nearest result can 
be found in [13], where Cassell and Hou established similar asymptotic formulas and consid- 
ered in equation (15) a diagonal matrix A(t) whose eigenvalues satisfied (3) and 7 E L p, for 
some p E [1, +co[. 
We present a different proof based on the reduction of system (13) and the nonlinear perturbed 
system (10) to an ordinary differential equation in a Banach space. This allows us to use classical 
tools for ordinary differential equations in FDEs. In this case, we apply a version of the proof given 
in [5]. We use only one operator whose fixed point is a solution of the abstract formulation and it 
has an explicit asymptotic formula. Our proof gives a direct method to study asymptotic formulas 
for other abstract cases (see [6]). A discrete version of this method is given in [14]. The spectral 
decomposition (trichotomy) is also new and it allows us to consider a nonlinear perturbation and 
several L p' perturbations with different Pi E [1,2]. Asymptotic results for variable delay have 
been also studied in [3,15,16]. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we collect some 
preliminary facts from Hale's theory [17] for the spectrum of the semigroup of solutions of linear 
functional differential equations (FDEs). In Section 3, we formulate the problem studied by 
Burns et al. [18] and give an abstract formulation which reduces it into a differential equation in 
Banach spaces, which can be seen as a perturbed ordinary differential equation. In Section 4, we 
give some estimates which allow us to prove that an integral operator is a contraction in Section 
5, and hence, we establish the main result. Some consequences for the linear case are given in 
Section 6. This work is finished with some consequences and examples. 
2. L INEAR AUTONOMOUS FDES 
In this section, we collect some results about FDEs that are going to be needed later. See [17] 
for more details. 
LEMMA 1. Consider the linear autonomous FDE 
~'(t) = L(~,). (16) 
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Then 
(i) the solutions xt may be expressed as xt = T(t)qo, where ~ is the initial state in C and 
{ T( t ) } t>o is a strongly continuous emigroup in C, 
(ii) i ra  is the infinitesimal generator of {T(t) }t>_o, then a(A) = {A 6 C : det A(A) = 0}, and 
(iii) {e~t : A E a(A)} C_ a(T(t))  C_ {eXt : A E a(A)} U {O}, t _> O. 
Hypothesis (H1) allows us to decompose the space of solutions of system (16) in the form given 
by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that L satisfies (H1). Then we have the following. 
(i) C = P1 ~ Po @ P2, where 
P1 = ~{M~(A) : ReA < ReAo}, 
Po = M,xo (A), and 
P2 = @{Mx(A) : ReA > ReAo}. 
(ii) dim/92 < oo. 
(iii) There is ~o = eX°'v 6 C such that Mxo(A ) = (~0), with v # O. 
(iv) T(t) can be extended for all t 6 Ft on the finite-dimensional spaces Po and P2. Given ¢ > 0 
small enough, there is a constant K > 0 such that 
(a) [T(t)/PI[ <_ Ke  (R~°-~)t, t >_ O, 
(b) IT(t)/P2I <_ Ke (Re~°+~)t, t <_ O, and 
(c) T(t)~o = e;~°ttpo, for all t E R. 
Note that the above result shows that the 
a condition like Condition A in [5]. 
In the following results, we consider the adjoint equation: 
Hartman-Wintner t ichotomy (H1) condition implies 
f x*'(t) = - x~(-O) d~l(O), t < O, (17) r 
where ~/is defined in (H1). 
LEMMA 3. Under Hypothesis (H1) and following the notation of the above lemmas, we have 
that: 
(i) the solutions x~ may be expressed as x~ = T*(t)a, where a is the initial condition in 
C* := C([0,r], C N*) and {T*( t ) }t<_o is a strongly continuous emigroup in C* ; 
(ii) if A* is the infinitesimal generator of {T* (t)}t_<0, then a(A) = a(A*). 
For (17), Lemma 2 also holds; i.e., see Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that L satisfies (H1); then we have the following. 
(i) C* = P~ • P~ @ P ;  where 
PI* = e{M~(A*) : ReA < ReA0}, 
P~ = M~o(A*), and 
P~ = G{M;~(A*) : ReA > ReAo}. 
(ii) dim P~ < oc. 
(iii) M~o(A* ) = (~>, where ~ = cle-~°'v * with cl # O. 
(iv) T* ( t ) can be extended for all t E R on the finite-dimensional spaces P~ and P~. Given e > O, 
there is a constant K > 0 such that 
(a) ]T*(t)/P~l <_ ge  (ReA°-e)t, t > O, 
(b) [T*(t)/P~I <_ Ke °(Re~°+~)t, t < O, and 
(c) T*(t)~[ = e~°t~,  for a11 t e R.  
The splittings given in Lemmas 2 and 4 are related in the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 5. Suppose that L satisfies (H1), assume the notation of the above lemmas, and consider 
the bilinear form 
/°/o° (~v*, qv) = ~*(0)~(0) - qo*(~ - 0) dr/(0)~(~) d~. (18) r 
Then we have the following. 
(i) ~* E P* if  and only if  (~*, ~) = O for all ~ E Pj ~ Pk, j, k ~ i. 
(ii) ~ E Pi i f  and only if @*, qa) = 0 for all ~* E P; @ P~, j, k # i. 
Throughout his paper, the notation given in the above lemmas will be assumed. 
Let (I)*, (I) be bases for P~ and P~, respectively, such that ((I)*, (I)) = I, and suppose that 
(~,  ~0) = 1; this is possible by taking 
1 
Cl = (v* " v - v* " L (.e;~o'v)) ' (19) 
which is defined in Lemma 4(iii) and it exists under Hypothesis (H1). Let 
fo ,  - r<0<0,  
Xo(O) I I, 0 = O, 
and 
Xo ~ = [~*(o)z]  ¢, Zo ~° = [~;  I1 ¢o, (20) 
xo  = Xo - Xo - x0  (21) 
Then we have the following result. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose that L satisfies (1-11) and assume that the notation of the above lemmas is 
used. Then, given s > O, there is a constant K > 0 such that 
(i) [T(t)XoV~[ < Ke  (R~;~°-~)t,  >_ O, and 
(ii) IT(t)X~l < Ke (Re~o-~)t,  <_ o. 
Note again that the above lemma shows that the Hartman-Wintner's trichotomy (H1) condition 
implies a condition such as Condition A in [5]. 
3.  AN ABSTRACT FORMULATION FOR FDES 
Define the Banach space E = C N x C with the norm I(~, ~)I = m~{15l, I~lr} Consider 
S(t)(v, ~) = (T(t) (~) (0), T(t) (~5)), (22) 
where {v, 
~(0) = ~(0), 
It is easily verified that {S(t)}t>o is a semigroup 
operator of the abstract equation 
Cr= 
where A is defined on DomA = {(~,qo) E C N × 
if t9 = 0, 
if - r<0<0.  
of bounded operators on E, which is the Cauchy 
.A¢, (23) 
W1'2: ¢(0) = ~} by 
A(( ,  ~) = (L(~), ~). 
Then the perturbed system (10) can be seen as the linear differential equation in the Banach 
space E, 
z'(t) = (¢t + n(t))z(t)  + ~(t, z(t)), (24) 
where T~(t)(~, ~) -- (R(t, qa), 0) and .~(t, z(t)) = (f(t ,  Yt), 0). 
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Then it can be verified that y is a solution of (10) if and only if z(t) = (y(t), Yt) is a solution 
of (24). In addition, cr(A) = ~(A) (see [18]). 
Now, we will study the asymptotic integration in (24). Let Qi : E -+ E, i = 0, 1, 2, be defined 
by 
Then the Qis are complementary projections on RangeT~. S(t) can be extended for all t • R on 
the finite-dimensional spaces RangeQ0 and RangeQ2. By Lemma 6, given e > 0 small enough, 
there exists a constant K > 0 such that 
QoA = AQo, (25) 
Is(t)QlJ < Ke  -~ Je~°t I , t >_ O, (26) 
IS(t)Q2[ < Ke ~t ]e~°*[, t _< O, (27) 
s( t )Qo = e~°tQo, t • I¢, (2s) 
where l" [ is the operator norm on E. 
REMARK 1. Note the following. 
(i) Equations (26)-(28) are as in Hypothesis A in [5]. 
(ii) We have that [T~(t)l • L", for some p : 1 _< p _< 2 and 
QoT~Qo = ro(t)Qo, 
where ro(t) = clv* • R(t, eX°'v) and cl is given by (19). This is similar to Hypothesis B in 
[5]. 
(iii) There is a function 7 : R~ -* R in L 1 such that 
[~" (f, e l )  -- ~" (t, e2)[ ~ 7(t)  lel -- e2[, ~'(t, 0) = 0, (29) 
for all t • R + and el, e2 • Dom A. 
4. SOME LEMMAS AND EST IMATES 
LEMMA 7. (See [2].) Let • • L p, p >_ 1, be a nonnegative and continuous [unction on R +. 
For t >_ 0 and ~ > O, define f /-koo 





v(t ,  ~) - ,  o, ¢(t, c) -~ o as t - .  +c¢,  and 
~o(.,~) E L q, ~(',~) • L q, i f  q >_ p. 
REMARK 2. Part (ii) is satisfied when 1/p + 1/q = 1 and p _< 2. 
LEMMA 8. Let r • L p, c > 1, and $ > 0. Then we have for t > s > o, 
r < ce(~/2) (t-8) 
for a sufficiently large. 
Now, we consider equation (24) as a perturbation of the abstract differential equation 
~'(t) = (~ + n0)~(t), (30) 
where 
T~o ---- Qo•- (31) 
Denote by U its Cauchy operator. We begin with a calculation ofU. From now on, we denote 
= Xo + ro, (32) 
where )~o is given in (HI) and r0 in Remark l(ii). 
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LEMMA 9. We have that 
U(t,s)Qo =exp ( f s tA)  Qo 
and for i = 1, 2, 
U(t , s )Q ,=S( t - s )Q ,  +exp ( f s tA) [ j [ tT~o( , )e - J 'XS( , - s )Q ,d , ] .  
PROOF. By applying I - Qo and Qo to the left side of the equality 




(I - Qo)U(t, s) = S(t - s)Q1 + s(t - s)Q2, i = 1, 2, 
and 
d QoU(t, s) = A(t)QoU(t, s) + T~o(t)S(t - s)Q1 + no(t)S(t - s)Q2. 
So, by the variation of constant formula, we obtain (33) and (34). 1 
Let Uol(t, s) and Uo2(t, s) be the operators defined by 
Uol(t,S)Ql = exp ( f s tA)  [-  ft+°°7~o(~)e- f '  Xs ( , -  S)Ql d~] , (35) 
f r+OO 
REMARK 3. We observe that 
QoU(t, s)Q1 -- V01(~, s)Q1 -[- u02(t, s)Q1. 
Thus, U has been split into four parts: 
U(t, s) = (I - Qo)U(t, s)Q1 + U01(~:, s)Q1 + Uo2(t, s)Q1 + U(t, s)Q2. (37) 
Those parts will be estimated in the following lemmas where Hypotheses (H1) and (H2) will be 
used. 
LEMMA 10. For a sufficiently large, there is a constant c >_ 1 such that 
(i) lexp(- ft £)S(t - s )Q l l  < ce -(e/2)(t-s), t > s > cr, and 
(ii) l exp( - f :  £)S(t - s)Q21 _< ce (~/2) (t-s), a < t < s. 
PROOF. Part (i) follows from 
exp ( -L tA)S( t -S )Q l= exp ( - j [ t  Ao)S( t - s )Q i  .exp (ff Iro[) 
t (38) --< e-e(t-s)exp (L Irol), 
from (26) and by Lemma 8. Part (ii) follows similarly. I 
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LEMMA 11. There is a constant K > 0 such that 
(i) [Q1U(t, s)Ql[ <_ g [ exp(f~ ~)[. e -(~/2) (~-8), and 
(ii) IU0t(t, s)Qt[ _< g [ exp(f: )')1 [f+oo [T~o(~)[e(E/2)(s-e) d~], 
for t > s > a and a sufficiently large. 
PROOF. From (34), (I - Q0)U(t, s)Qi = S(t - s)Qi, and (i) is obtained using Lemma 10(i). To 
prove Part (ii), by Lemma 10(i), there is a constant K1 > 0 such that 
,Uol(t,s)Ql, <_ K1 exp (~t~)  l [~+°° ,T~(,),e-(e/2)(¢-8) d,] , t > s, 
and thus, (ii) is obtained. | 
LEMMA 12. There is a constant K > 0 such that 
(i) [U02(t, s)Qll <_ g I exp(f: ~)] [f+oo 17~0(~)[e_(e/2 ) (¢-8) d~], and 
(ii) [U(t, s)Q2[ _< g [ exp(f: ~)[ [e (e/2) (t-8) + f:  [7~0(~)[e(~/2)(~-8) d~],
for s > t > a and a sufficiently large. 
PROOF. By Lemma 10(i), there is a constant K3 > 0 such that 
[U02(t, s)Qt[ _ < K3 [exp (~t  ~) [~+oo [T~0(~)[ e-(e/2)('-8) d~], 
and hence, (i) is obtained. To prove Part (ii), by (34), 
U(t,s)Qi = exp (~t  ) [exp ( - / s tY )S( t - s )Q ,+ (~t  T~0(,)e- '  $S(, - s)Q, d~) ] . 
So, from Lemmas 8 and 10, we obtain Part (ii), for s > t > a and a sufficiently large. | 
Let Ca = C([a, +oo[, E) and define the operator Af defined on Ca by 
(Afz)(t) = U(t, a)wo + - Qo)U(t, s)Qlf~(s)z(s) ds - U(t, s)Q2f~(s)z(s) ds 
/' it + U01 (t, s)Q17~(s)z(s) ds - U02(t, s)Qlf~(s)z(s) ds (39) 
+ Q1 u(t, s)J:(s, z(s)) ds - (Qo + Q2)u(t, s)~r(s, z(s)), 
where 7~ = 7~ - T~ 0. 
LEMMA 13. Any fixed point olaf, defined above, is a solution of system (24). 
PROOF. By Remark 3 and (36), 
QoU ( t, S)Ql = Uol ( t, s)Ql + exp (fat ~) 7-l( s), 
where 7-/(s) = exp(- fa s ~,)[f:oo 7~o(~)e- Z ~S(~ - s)Q1 d~]. Then, 
(A!z)(t) = exp ~ wl(z) + U(t, s)Q17~(s)z(s) ds - V(t, s)Q2~(S)Z(S) ds 
+ Q1U(t, s)J=(s, z(s)) ds - (Qo + Q2)U(t, s)J=(s, z(s)), 
where Wl(Z) = Wo + f+oo 7-l(s)7~(s)z(s)ds. By the constant variation formula, we obtain this 
result. | 
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5. ASYMPTOTIC  INTEGRATION 
Now we can prove the following functional version of the Hartman-Wintner theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that (H1)-(H3) hold. Then (24) has a solution zo • C([a, +co[, E), for a 
large enough, satisfying 
( f f [  1 v* .R(s,e~°'v)] ds)(wo + o(1)), (40) zo(t) = exp A0 + v* . v - v*. L (.e~o'v) 
as t ~ co, where wo = (qa0(0),~o). 
PROOF. Let Ca = C([a, +co[, E) and consider the operator Af defined on Ca by (39) where 
7~ = 7~ - 7"¢.o. By Lemma 13, any fixed point of Af is a solution of system (24). Hence, we will 
show that the operator Af has a fixed point satisfying (40). Consider the norm 
[[z[[ = sup exp( - i tA )  z(t) 
and the Banach space C = {z • Ca : [[z[[ < +co}. Then we have 
(i) Jr(c) c c, 
(ii) A/has a unique fixed point zo in C, and 
(iii) zo satisfies (40). 
In fact, for a convenient constant K, define 
ft n( H~(t) = K e-(e/2)(t-s) s) ds, 
, . ' a  
f Hff(t) = K e-(~/2) (t-s)[.y(s)[ds and Hg(t) = K 7(s) ds. J cr J t  
From Lemmas 10-12, we have 
/ 
and finally, 
ft +°° U(t,s)Q2~(s)z(s)ds < exp ( j ( f  A) K [j+oo e (e/2)(t-s)  7~(s) ds 
+ j+oo ( i s  'Ti°(~)'e-(~/2)(~-S)d~ ) 7~(s) dsJ ,,z,[ 
exp ( i t  A)H~(t),,z[,, 
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¢7 a for all z E C and a sufficiently large. Moreover, if H ~ = H~' + H~ + H~ + H~ + H~ + H~, then 
by (12) and (39), 
exp- - -  - (/it X) H~(t)llza-z2ll, (41) []q'zl(t) - Afz2(t)l <_ 
for all zl, z2 in C. By Lemma 7, H~(t) --. 0 as t --* +co. From (41) with z2 = 0, there is a 
constant c > 0 such that 
Arz(t) -exp  ( fo tA)  wo ~ c exp ( fatA) l l lz [ I  
and 
Hence, JV'z E C, for all z E C, and (i) is proved. Now, from (41), if we take a so large that 
suPt>a Ha(t) < 1, we see that A f is a contraction and by Banach's fixed-point heorem, Af has a 
fixed point zo. The limit (42) proves (iii). I 
Taking the first coordinate in (40) and using the definition of A in (32), we have the following 
results. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that system (10) satisfies (H1)-(H3). Then, for a large enough, there is 
a solution of (10) satisfying 
( // ) "" V* y(t) = exp A0t + v*. v - v*. L (.e~o'v) • R (s, eX°'v) ds (v + o(1)), (43) 
as t ~ +co. 
Proceeding as in Theorem 2 of [5], we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that in the system 
y'(t) = L(yt) + ~ ni(t, Yt) + f(t, Yt), (44) 
L satisfies (HI), Ri(t,.) E L p', for somepi : 1 <_ pi <_ 2, i = 1 . . . . .  m, and there is a function 
3' : R~ ~ 1% in L 1 such that 
If(t, qo) - f(t,¢)[ < "r(t)l~ - ~1, f(t,O) = O, 
for aJ1 t E P~, qo, ¢ E C. Then, for a large enough, there is a solution of (44) satisfying 
( 1 fa tm ) 
y(t) = exp Aot + 1 - v*. L(.eXo'v) v* E .Ri (s, e~°'v) ds (v + o(1)), (45) 
i= i  
ast  --~ +co, wherev  e C N-{0} and v* E C g* -  {0} are such that L(e~°'v) = Aov and 
v*A(~0) = ~ov*. 
6. SOME CONSEQUENCES AND APPLICATIONS 
First, we present a simpler generalization of the Bellman-Cooke's result to several L p pertur- 
bations. 
COROLLARY 1. 
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i= l  




A = X-" h.e -~r, (47) 
i= l  
has a simple root A = A0 with the real part different from the real part of the other roots. Suppose 
that bi are in L p', for somepi : 1 < Pi -< 2 and i = 1,. . .  ,n. Then (46) has a solution of the form 
as t -~ +e~ where cl = 1/(1 - Y~=I birie-X°r') • 
PROOF. Take L(¢) = ~i~__lbi¢(-ri) and R(t,¢) = Y~i~lbi( t )¢(-r i ) ,  for all ¢ E C 
( [ -  max~=l ..... ,~, 0], cN) .  The characteristic equation (47) satisfies (H1). Since bi E L p~, for 
some Pi : 1 < Pi <- 2, (H2) is satisfied. Therefore, from Theorem 3, (48) is obtained. | 
Actually, the same result is true for the following systems. 
COROLLARY 2. Consider the N x N delay differential system, 
y'(t) = ~ (B~ + B~(t)) y(t - ri), ri >_ O, (49) 
i=1 
such that the characteristic equation det A0(~) = 0, where 
A0(A) = h i  - ~ Bie -~r` 
i~ l  
has a simple root A = A0 and no other root has the same reM part. Suppose that /~ E L p~, for 
some p~ : 1 _< pi _< 2. Then, for a large, (49) has a solution Yo such that 
yo( t )=exp A0t+c l  v*. e-~°r@i(s) .vds  (v+o(1)) ,  (50) 
J a  L i= l  J 
where cl = 1/(v* • v - v* • [riBieA°rq • v) and v E C N and v* 6 C N* are  eigenvectors such that 
Ao(A0)v = 0 and v*A(Ao) = 0. 
PROOF. Same proof as in the previous corollary, but taking L(¢) = )--~n=l B i¢ ( - r i )  and R(t, ¢) = 
)-~'.in=l/~i(t)¢(-r~), for all ¢ E C( [ -  maxi=l,...,n r~, 0], cN) .  I I  
COROLLARY 3. Consider the N x N delay differential system, 
y'(t) = (,4o + A(t))y(t) + (Bi + Bdt ) )y( t  - r~) + F(t, Yt), (51) 
such that the characteristic equation 
detAo(A) = 0, 
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where 
A0(A) = AI - 2-, z~ie 
i=1 
has a simple root A = Ao and no other root has the same reM part. Suppose that Ao E L p° and 
Bi E L p' are N x N matrix-valued functions in L p~, and F is linear in the second variable with 
[F(t, .)[ E L pro+l, t'or some Pi : 1 <_ Pi <- 2, i = O, 1, . . .  ,m, m + 1. Then, for a large enough, 
(51) has a solution Yo such that 
Yo( t )=(v+o(1) )exp  Aot+cl  v*. A (s )+ e-~°r'B~(s .vds  
i= l  (52) 
+ ct v* 'F  (s, eX°'v) ds , 
where ct = 1/(v* • v - v* • Aov - v* • ~=t  rBi e~°r'v) and v e C g - {0}, v* E C N* - {0} are 
eigenvectors such that A0(A0)v = 0 and v*A0(A0) = 0. 
PROOF. Again, take L(¢) = A0¢(0) + )-~=t Bi¢(-r i ) ,  R(t, ¢) = A(t)¢(0) + ~=t  Bi ( t )¢ ( - r i )  + 
F(t, Yt), for all ¢ E C([ -  maxi=l,...,m ri, 0], cN).  The conclusion follows by using the same method 
given in the proof of Theorem 3. | 
The next corollary is a direct application of this matricial version and it was a conjecture which 
has been worked by several mathematicians. (See [12,13,19,20].) 
COROLLARY 4. (Haddock and Sacker conjecture.) Consider the N x N delay system 
where 
x'(t) = (A0 + A(t))x(t)  + B(t )x(t  - r), (53) 
Ao = diag(A1,..., AN), ReAi ¢ ReAi, i f i  # j, 
and A ,B  e L p, for some p : 1 <_ p <_ 2. Then, given c 6 C N, for a large enough, (53) has a 
solution Yc such that 
(£ ) yc(t) ---- (c+o(1))exp (A0 +diagA(s) +e-h°rd iagB(s ) )  ds , (54) 
as  t --~ oo.  
Consider the nonlinear differential equation with infinite number of delays 
y ' ( t )=  a+ y( t -1 )+Z ~.v sin ~-y  t -  . (55) 
n=l  
Suppose that the characteristic equation 
A = ae -~ 
has a simple root A = A0 and no other root has the same real part (it is easy to check that many 
roots satisfying that can be found). Then (55) has a solution yo(t) such that 
yo(t) = eX°ttl/(l+~-~°)(1 + o(1)), 
as t ---* +c~. 
In fact, we apply Theorem 2 to L(qo) -- a~(-1),  R(t, qa) = (1/t)~o(-1), and f ( t ,  qa) -- 
+oo ~n=l  (l/n!) sin((2n/t 2) qa(-1/n)), qa e C([-1, 0], cN). 
It is easy to check that L and R satisfy (H1) and (H2), respectively. Also, f satisfies (H3) 
considering 
= e I 
\n=l  
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